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Experimental Inspection and Reconstruction of Ookaji, a Pre-modern Process of Pig 
Iron Decarburizing 

SAITO Tsutomu, SAKAMOTO Minoru and TAKATSUKA Hideharu

O-kaji was a process of refining to decarburize pig iron to low-carbon iron during Yedo to Meiji periods 

in Japanese traditional iron manufacturing by using iron sand as raw material.  Though archaeological 

excavations were conducted on O-kaji sites, the accession of the process had end and the technical detail 

was recorded in only two research papers.

We constructed experimental furnaces of o-kaji and operated them under various conditions to 

prospect the details of the technology and situation of the reaction in the furnace.  As the result, we 

succeeded at reappearance of O-kaji, even in a smaller-scale, by using pig iron made with the modern 

tatara-smelting process operated by The Society for Preservation of Japanese Art Swords. 

We supposed the basic reaction mechanism of o-kaji as follows;

1. The temperature of preheating was about 800℃ , at which decarburized layer was not produced at 

the surface. After the whole material pig iron was heated enough, the temperature was rapidly risen 

to around 1150℃ , at which the inside-wall of pig iron started to melt.

2. With the wind from tuyere, the air pressure under the arch-like pig iron reduced. Then carbon 

monoxide was drawn into there with air from gap between the pig-iron and the furnace wall. They 

burned under the empty space under the pig-iron and heated the inside-wall.

3. Decarburizing was processed with taking a certain amount of time at the bottom of furnace with 

being blown by the wind from furnace after melted pig iron dripped.  So the melting should 

proceed in small steps otherwise decarburizing did not make progress inside of the massive melted 

pig iron. Fine control should be needed to keep the adequate temperature of inside-wall for 

successive process of little by little melting, drip and decarburizing.
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